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Backend Developper PHP

Following 8 years of working in as a baker I changed course and started a study in
Web Development. During this study I had the chance to learn PHP, Symphony,
HTML, CSS, MYSQL, JS and work with the Agile SCRUM method. Rigorous, dynamic,
positive attitude and with a good team spirit, doing a bootcamp helped me acquire all
the notions needed to start as a backend developer.
Open minded, I would like to make my experience available to explore new horizons
and enhance my professional development.
I'm searching mainly for a CDI, but open to other propositions.

PHP Sypmphony
Method Agile Scrum
MySQL, SQL, JS, TWIG, Bootstrap
Trilangual, Fluent in English, Dutch and French
Problem solving capacities
Team player, with good capacity to work
autonomous
Organizational skills
Works well under pressure
Client orientated

Bordeaux Wild Code School
Diploma obtained 2023

Backend Dev PHP Symphony

BAC+2 Wild Code school

Baker (Fully autonomous)

Wild Code School - Bordeaux

Farine et Chocolat 2021-2023

During my formation I had the possibility to realize
several projects and improve my skills as a developer. I
got to use the languages PHP, SQL, CSS, HTML and JS to
the full extend with the framework SYMPHONY to create
several fully working projects, including a blog with
articles. Participating in 2 hackathons I had to work with a
very short deadline where my organizational skills were
put to the test.

Working as a fully autonomous baker, I assured the
whole production, which helped me gain a lot of
experience in managing deadlines and working under
pressure. Being the person that the clients talked to, to
place the orders and receive possible complaints, I’m
open minded, focused on problem solving and a
person with good communication skills with a hands-
on attitude.

Created a blog with articles on technology
and IT
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Tomas.p.spit@gmail.com

33650 Martillac 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomasspit/
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